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Regulators and utilities are investigating fuel switching programs to supplement more traditional electric
DSM strategies .. The environmental impact of fuel switching depends on numerous factors, including fuel
mix, equipment efficiency, and load shape at the end use; fuel technology, and pollution control at
utility generators; and societal cost of different pollutants ..

This paper uses a case study of a New England utility to quantify these factors .. The paper air
emissions of residential space and water heating equipment for a number of fuels, quantifies emission
reductions from deferred generation, and values the societal costs imposed by residual emissions ..
Generation emissions are quantified with a dispatch simulation model to load and site
specific generation parameters.. Societal costs are quantified by comparing values adopted by various
regulatory commissions..

This case study shows that the environmental impacts of fuel switching programs are uncertain and
likely to be case specific.. factors driving the overaU emission include the mix of end
use and generation fuels as well as the use of site-specific emissions coefficients for sources.
Of secondary importance are the values placed on the different emissions.

Introduction

customers' are not under the same and
regulation for emissions controls as is utility 2eJleratllODs

This rural service has no access to natural
gas. Almost 70 % of its customers use electric water heat,
and over 10% use electric space heat Oil is the predomi
nant alternative fuel in use in the service territory,
although propane and wood are also widespread, and
some customers use kerosene wall heaters ..

'"The New electric in this case
undertook a collaborative process to a

number of potential DSM programs for its customers.
Two of these programs involved the substitution of exist
ing electric equipment with fossil- and wood-fueled
alternatives. One program targeted existing electric water

the other targeted existing electric space heat For
analysis purposes, each program targeted one megawatt of
load reduction.

This paper calculates the changes in air emissions from
two proposed fuel switching programs at a rural New
England electric utility.. It first calculates emissions
changes in physical units (tons) by emission. It then places
the changes in common doUar units societal
emissions costs various state regulatory
commissions ..

One of the most for energy conserva-
tion is the of our resources and our environ-
ment Over the five years, more and more states have

this belief by and in some cases,
Jl."""''''1I ....Jli.J!l,~~.." the inclusion of environmental benefits in the
selection and evaluation of conservation programs. In
almost aU cases, the environmental benefits of a program
are considered to be reductions in the environ-
mental air of

When conservation is focused on ,QoIQlI"'~'li"'~1"'1I~''&1

reduction this defmition is not a
are environmental to

some conservation measures, but to tend to be
But more utilities are fuel

the use of another fuel as a substitute for
electric use) as a way to reduce their electric load.

Few studies have addressed the environmental of
fuel and those that do tend to focus on the
benefits from the reduction in This
paper demonstrates that the environmental impacts of fuel
swH:cJtllnl1!: are not Appliances that
bum fossil fuels--even efficient appliances--have negative
environmental that cannot be And these
increased emissions may actually override the benefits
from the reduction in electric generation.. This disturbing
result is made even more troublesome the fact that
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The utility relies on hydroelectric units for most of its
electric generation needs, although fossil units are on the
margin (and therefore deferred through load reductions) in
most hours. Fossil units include on-system diesel engines
used sparingly for peaking needs, as wen as coal and
residual oil units located on neighboring New England
systems. In addition, the utility's resource plan calls for
the construction of two natural gas units to offset both
increasing demand and retiring generation units. The new
units include a simple-eycle combustion turbine and a
combined-eycle combustion turbine"

Research Approach

The research approach included the following five steps:

1. Estimate changes in fuel consumption;
2. Estimate emission coefficients;
3. Estimate change in emissions;
4. Estimate societal cost of individual emissions; and
5.. Estimate societal cost of program emissions.

For each program (water heat and space heat), changes in
fuel consumption over the analysis period were estimatecL
Changes included increases at the end use as wen as
decreases at the generation level. Emissions coefficients,
expressed in pounds of emission per million Btu (MMBtu)
of fuel consumed, were estimated for each fuel and
technology for seven different emissions. Changes in
emissions over the analysis period were then calculated by
multiplying changes in fuel use by emission coefficients
and summing across technologies and fuels .. Net emissions
increased or decreased on program and
mission* A range of societal costs for individual emissions
was values four different

state regulatory COmmISSIOns.. Finally, the net cost or
benefit of the fuel switching programs was calculated by
multiplying changes in emissions by societal emission
costs and summing across emissions..

Change in Fuel Consumption

Tables 1 and 2 present the change in fuel consumption
over the 30-year analysis period at the end-use and
generation levels, respectively. Each table displays
changes by fuel and technology for each program. Table 1
displays values both in annual fuel quantities (gallons or
cords) and in MMBtu, while Table 2 displays values both
in avoided output (GWh) and avoided fuel use (MMBtu).
Note that Table 2 does not display the hydroelectric
generation avoided by the programs.

Increases in end-use fuel use were developed by the
members of the collaborative processo For each program,
the collaborative stratified the target market into four
consumption groups (low, moderate, high, and very high).
For each group, the collaborative considered the mix of
existing space heating and water heating configurations,
the life-eycle costs of alternative replacement systems, and
customer preferences to arrive at an appropriate mix of
replacement systemss Replacement water heat systems
considered included stand-alone propane and oil,
integrated propane and oil (integrated with existing
boilers), and wood preheaterso Replacement space heat
systems considered included oil and propane furnaces, oil
and propane boilers, wood stoves, and kerosene and
propane waH heaters ..

AU fossil-fuel systems considered were high-efficiency
unitss Water heater energy factors ranged from .62 to .65
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for stand-alone units and up to .75 for integrated systems.
Space heat seasonal efficiencies ranged from .80 to .. 85
for furnaces, from .. 82 to .. 87 for boilers, and from .80 to
.87 for waH heaters.

Decreases in generation fuel use were then developed by
modeling changes to the utility generation system through
the use of a production costing model.. Load decrements
specific to each program were developed using available
end use load data.. The utility system was then simulated
with and without each program decrement, with con
struction and plant dispatch schedules adjusted to minimize
system costs over the analysis period .. The production cost
model then calculated the reduced output and fuel
COllSU.mt)UCln for each over the analysis

t:mIISS,IOfiIS Coefficients

Tables 3 and 4 the emissions coefficients by
technology, and emission for end-use and generation
technologies, respectively .. The tables display coefficients
for sulfur oxides nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon
dioxide suspended particulates (TSP), carbon
monoxide volatile organic compounds (VOC), and
methane

Table 3 end-use coefficients in. terms of pounds
per of fuel consumed (gallons or cords) as well as
in per MMBtu of fuel consumed. The fuel heat
contents displayed in Table 1 were used to make this
conversion.. Coefficients are not assumed to vary between
space and water heating systems.

End-use coefficients for aU emissions except CO2 were
derived primarily from the U.S .. Environmental Protection
Agency's AP-42 data (USEPA 1990).. Kerosene
coefficients were developed from USEPA's #2 oil
coefficients on an equivalent Btu basis.. Wood coefficients
assume Phase II catalytic stoves and a wood density of 1.. 5
tons per cord .. Sulfur oxide coefficients assume .. 16 grams
of sulfur per ccf for propane, 0.10% sulfur by weight for
kerosene, and 0 .. 55 % sulfur by weight for #2 oiL
Coefficients for CO2 were derived from the density and
carbon content of each fuel.. Carbon combustion
efficiencies of 99 % and 95 % were assumed for fossil and
wood systems, respectively ..

Table 4 presents generation coefficients in terms of pound
per MMBtu of fuel consumed.. Where available,
generation coefficients represent the actual emissions
UJ.U'Bl.1U.',A:J of specific plants included in the utility generation
mix. Where plant-specific data were unavailable, more
general sources were used (Bemow 1990; CEC 1990a;
USEPA 1990). Profiles for the new combustion turbines
are representative of new gas generation recently proposed
in New England (Tellus Institute 1990) ..

Change in Emissions

Table 5 and 6 present the change in emissions over the
30-year analysis period at the end-use and generation
levels, respectively.. Each table displays changes by fuel
and technology for each program.. Changes in emissions
were calculated as simply the product of change in fuel
use and emissions coefficients 6 Figures 1 and 2 show in
graphical form the magnitude of the changes in emissions
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societal cost that increased emissions place on society
(Koomey 1989; NYPSC 1991). Estimates vary
considerably--both in the number of emissions covered as
wen as the magnitude of values employed. Table 8 dis
plays values from four different state regulatory commis
sions (Nevada PSC 1991; Mass DPU 1990; CEC 1990b;
NYPSC 1989)* Since the commission orders present
values using different bases for expressing dollars, Table
8 also displays values in common units of 1990 dollars.
Values were escalated to 1990 dollars at 5 % per year ~

and
to estimate theOri!anli~tllons have

A number of
research

for each program~ Table 7 the net in
emissions~ Positive values in Table 7 reu1resent increased
emissions as a result of the fuel
npClr~h'\l('z> values decreased emissions..
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Note that the Massachusetts and Nevada COIIU11lSS1ons
have placed values on aU seven emissions, while New
York has valued only four emissions (SOx, NOx , CO2,

and TSP) and California has valued only five emissions

(SOx, NOx, CO2, TSP, and VQe). Note also that
California values out-of-state emissions significantly lower
than emissions in the South Coast Air Quality
Management District (SCAQMD).l
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For the programs considered the choice of values
developed the different commissions has less of an
impact than the choice of which emissions to valueo An
states value the water heat program as producing net
environmental costs, regardless of whether four or seven
emissions are considered.. If four emissions are
considered~ aU states value the space heat program as
n:r()VllcllDl{l net environmental while both states
that consider aU seven emissions value the program as
nr()(1U.CUllg net environmental costs ..

The space beat program produces more conflicting results..
It decreases three key emissions (SOx' NOx> and COV
while increasing the other four emissions 0 The societal
costing helps to some extent by placing the emissions
impacts in common dollar units~ However, the results of
the societal costing varies dramatically depending on the
number of emissions considered... Across the four common
emissions, the space heat program produces net benefits
regardless of the emission values used.. However, in both
cases considering the additional three emissions, the
program net environmental costso

Variation of .... ~,li~~lIInn Values by

The of environmental costs and benefits vary
state.. For the water heat program, if four

emissions are considered, the net societal costs vary by a
factor of around nine across the five estimates.. The
Califonlia values produce the highest costs; the
California out-of-state values the lowest costs..
The Nevada and Massachusetts values produce very simi
lar costs across the four common emissions.. However,
when aU seven emissions, the Massachusetts
values societal costs almost twice as high as the
Nevada values .. A similar emerges for the space
heat program, the New York values produce the
lowest societal cost in this case.. In addition, across the
seven emissions, the Massachusetts values produce
societal costs 10 times than the Nevada values.

of Program t:mIISS,.OB1lS

'!U"\1l'''I'\''~fl" emissions values to the net emissions
over the entire analysis this analysis ignores the

of emission increases and decreases over time.. An
alternative would value annual changes in
emissions and then calculate the net present value of
emissions costs over the entire analysis using a
societal discount rate.. The here

to illustrate the relative value the different
commissions have placed on the individual emissions ..
Since the atDong emission values is
>JI&jii.,.!l&.&&&.....M,z..&Il>-~ the of the annual aOI>fo;ach

add little to the In some ~U"!:lI1 mv~t~

have that a 0 % real discount rate is aOl,ro'onate
for environmental If a 0 % real discount
rate were to annual emissions costs, the values in
Table 9 would result

Table 9 the net societal cost of the ennSSlons
of each program.. Costs and benefits for each

emission are calculated as the product of net emissions
impact and societal emissions cosL The net societal cost
or benefit of each program is then calculated by summing
across emissions.. For the Nevada and Massachusetts
values, costs are summed across all seven emissions, as
wen as across the four emissions that have been valued by
all states .. For the New York and California values, costs
are summed across the four common emissions..

~n'f"B"lS1rH'1 emission values various states,
also

environmental costs,. That to some extent, the states
take into account local conditions in values on the
cost of increased air emissions~ For the cost of
increased emissions be in areas that "'1I1i11''1Il'''~1!''i1~1i.'

do not meet USEPA standards 9 The State of California
aCl1ffiOIW!l&U!OO such an effect when it valued out-of-state
eU1issions at levels from 75% to 90 % below

enusslons ..

Discussion

The mix of avoided is clearly a determining
factor in the overaU emissions balance. Approximately
80 % of the fuel avoided the programs
{eXPft~SSt~ in come from the natural gas units.
That the programs effectively the construction
of new, and relatively clean generation
sources.. The and wood-fired end-use systems
have a difficult time with the emissions profiles
of these units.

'The emissions of fuel are
far frOlTI because each program increases some
emissions and decreases others .. The water heat program is
more to a overall because
it increases six emissions while

emissions" This is borne out the societal costs,
increase for aU sets of commission values and for

both sets of emissions considered~
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shows that the environmental of
sWltcnUl{'! programs are uncertain and to
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